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Records of the Militia and Volunteer Forces 1757-1945 1997

this illuminating guide to discovering your scottish family history has been fully revised and updated to take account of changes to resources and

methods for researching your scottish ancestry over the last few years accessible in style and comprehensive in coverage this new edition stresses the

importance of traditional methods of family history research while also embracing the exciting possibilities afforded by new technologies sources and

developments in genetic science indispensable to both the fledgling researcher and the more experienced family history specialist in scotland or

elsewhere this book provides a guide to the very latest resources available to assist with research covering scottish primary and secondary sources in

full detail this book also provides illustrative case studies of family history research lists of useful websites and archives and family history organisations

and societies highlights of this new edition an updated chapter dedicated to aspects of recording scanning and storing information new insight into

accessing english irish emigrant and immigrant records an update on developments in dna genetics of relevance to the genealogist a substantial and

broad ranging bibliography essential for those who want to take their research even further

Militia Lists and Musters, 1757-1876 2001

this book spotlights britain s citizen army to show who these volunteers were why they enlisted how they were trained and how they quickly became

disillusioned when they found themselves committed not to the supposed glories of conventional battle but instead to a prolonged guerrilla war

Discover Your Scottish Ancestry 2009-11-04

fully revised second edition of peter duckers best selling guide to military medals this second edition of peter duckers best selling british military medals

traces the history of medals and gallantry awards from elizabethan times to the modern day and it features an expert account of their design and

production campaign and gallantry medals are a key to understanding and exploring british and imperial military history and to uncovering the careers
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and exploits of individual soldiers in a series of succinct and well organized chapters he explains how medals originated to whom they were awarded

and how the practice of giving medals has developed over the centuries his work is a guide for collectors and for local and family historians who want to

learn how to use medals to discover the history of military units and the experiences of individuals who served in them

Volunteers on the Veld 2007

this well known author has produced yet another excellent guide for researching ancestors who have served in the army the book is an ideal text for

reference when investigating army personnel military archive research coma splendid publication with a great deal of valuable information michael

brooker guild of battlefield guideswhether you are interested in the career of an individual officer researching medals awarded to a soldier or just want to

know more about a particular battle or campaign this book will point you in the right direction assuming the reader has no prior knowledge of the british

army its history or organization simon fowler explains what records survive where they are to be found and how they can help you in your research he

shows how to make the best use of the increasing number of related resources to be found online and he pays particular attention to explaining the

records and the reasons behind their creation as this information can be very important in understanding how these documents can help your research

British Military Medals 2013-09-16

a detailed handbook to the english and welsh quarter sessions records their background and how they can be used by genealogists and historians for

over 500 years between the fourteenth and nineteenth centuries the justices of the peace were the embodiment of government for most of our ancestors

the records they and other county officials kept are invaluable sources for local and family historians and stuart raymond s handbook is the first in depth

guide to them he shows how and why they were created what information they contain and how they can be accessed and used justices of the peace

met regularly in quarter sessions judging minor criminal matters licensing alehouses paying pensions to maimed soldiers overseeing roads and bridges

and running gaols and hospitals they supervised the work of parish constables highway surveyors poor law overseers and other officers and they kept
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extensive records of their work which are invaluable to researchers today as stuart raymond explains the lord lieutenant the sheriff the assize judges the

clerk of the peace and the coroner together with a variety of subordinate officials also played important roles in county government most of them left

records that give us detailed insights into our ancestors lives the wide range of surviving county records deserve to be better known and more widely

used and stuart raymond s book is a fascinating introduction to them praise for tracing your ancestors in county records this is invaluable stuff while

other books may mention the records this volume provides a useful understanding of the processes and public philosophies that led to them in the first

place there are plenty of references for further reading too an excellent textbook exploring the mechanics of local record keeping your family history uk

this great introduction to county records will soon have you chomping at the bit to head to your nearest archive to begin exploring beyond the records

available online well known family and local historian and family tree contributor stuart a raymond provides a concise and easy guide to the rich seam of

records you can expect to find and those you can t going back 500 years to when justices of the peace were the embodiment of local government for

our ancestors there s a wealth of information to get your teeth into family tree uk

Tracing Your Army Ancestors 2013-03-19

the wholesale assimilation of scots into the british army is largely associated with the recruitment of highlanders during and after the seven years war

this important new study demonstrates that the assimilation of lowland and highland scots into the british army was a salient feature of its history in the

first half of the 18th century and was already well advanced by the outbreak of the seven years war scotland and the british army 1700 1750 analyses

the wider policing functions of the british army the role of scotland s militia and the development of scotland s military roads and institutions to provide a

fuller understanding of the purpose and complexity of scotland s military organisation and presence in scotland in the turbulent decades between the

glorious revolution and the defeat of bonnie prince charlie which has been too often simplified as an army of occupation for the suppression of jacobitism

instead victoria henshaw reveals the complexities and difficulties experienced by scottish soldiers of all ranks in the british army as nationality loyalty and

prejudice clouded scottish desires to use military service to defend the glorious revolution and the union of 1707
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Tracing Your Ancestors in County Records 2016-09-30

how has the place we live in changed developed and grown over the centuries that is the basic question local historians seek to answer the answer is to

be found in the sources of information that previous generations have left us the records of parish county and diocesan administration of the courts of

the national government and of private estates all have something to tell us about the history of the locality we are interested in so do old newspapers

and other publications all of these sources are readily available but many have been little used local historians come from a wide diversity of

backgrounds but whether you are a student researching a dissertation a family historian interested in the wider background history of your family a

teacher a librarian an archivist an academic or are merely interested in the history of your own area this book is for you if you want to research local

history you need a detailed account of the myriad sources readily available this book provides a comprehensive overview of those sources and its

guidance will enable you to explore and exploit their vast range it poses the questions which local historians ask and identifies the specific sources likely

to answer those questions

Scotland and the British Army, 1700-1750 2014-06-05

we have often heard about the brutal world of the trenches the willingness of brave young soldiers and the apparent indifference of the generals but

reevaluations of the great war in previous decades have shown us much more complexity and in many cases some surprising reconstructions of very

standard narratives of the war the traditional isolation of the battle front from the home front which historians have tended to observe has given us an

incomplete understanding of both fronts in this study of word war i hunt tooley crosses the boundaries of national histories to examine the various

connections between the 400 mile long western front and the home fronts of the united kingdom france germany canada australia and the united states

tooley draws on recent research and the wealth of primary souce material available to provide a broad synthesis of a complex event and to create a

more holistic view of the war as men stayed in touch with those at home as governments responded to events on the battlefield and as writers poets
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and artists brought the cultural impulses of europe to the deadly world of the western front in his clearly written wide ranging study tooley argues that the

seeds of much of the 20th century may have been planted well before the first world war but as many social critics politicians soldiers women s

movement leaders and others predicted the cultivation of these seeds in war would have a powerful and formative effect on the social political and

cultural processes which shaped the 20th century

Researching Local History 2022-09-08

genealogically and historically kent is an important maritime county which has played a prime defensive role in english history it is large and diverse and

replete with great houses castles and other family homes many with their own archives it is also a fascinating area of research for family and local

historians and david wrights handbook is the perfect guide to it for thirty five years he has been working with the various kent archives and his extensive

experience means he is uniquely well placed to introduce them to other researchers and show how they can be used he summarizes the many different

classes of kent records both national and local for the first time he draws together the best of modern indexing and cataloguing along with other long

established sources to produce a balanced and up to date overview of kentish genealogical sources where to find them their contents and utility to

researchers tracing your kent ancestors is essential reading and reference for newcomers to family history and it will be a mine of practical information

for researchers who have already started to work in the field

The Great War 2015-11-29

the world of genealogical research has changed dramatically in the years since this book debuted in this revised second edition sherry irvine mixes her

award winning methodology with up to date instruction on how to utilize the latest computer and internet sources for scottish research she also broadens

the scope from a guide for north americans to a useful resource for researchers from all over the globe for family historians researching scottish roots

this book continues to be indispensable
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Tracing Your Kent Ancestors 2016-07-31

british archives is the foremost reference guide to archive resources in the uk since publication of the first edition more than ten years ago it has

established itself as an indispensable reference source for everyone who needs rapid access on archives and archive repositories in this country over

1200 entries provide detailed information on the nature and extent of the collection as well as the organization holding it a typical entry includes name of

repositiony parent organization address telephone fax email and website number for enquiries days and hours of opening access restrictions acquisitions

policy archives of organization major collections non manuscript material finding aids facilities conservation publications new to this edition email and

web address expanded bibliography consolidated repository and collections index

Scottish Ancestry 2003

the british army suffered one of its greatest crises when in december 1899 the boer irregulars inflicted three reverses in south africa in black week a

nation grown accustomed to success was stunned part of the answer was a very british blend of patriotism and pragmatism for the first time civilian

volunteers and part time soldiers were allowed to fight overseas to the horror of traditionalist professional soldiers yet by the end of the boer war almost

90 000 men had volunteered to serve the colours much of sporting high society joined the newly formed imperial yeomanry the volunteers sent

infantrymen to serve alongside the regulars and the city of london financed the raising of the city imperial volunteers men also came forward from the

colonies this book tells the story of these volunteer units

British Archives 2016-04-30

the georgian period 1714 to 1837 was a key stage in our modern history so some understanding of it is essential for family historians who want to push

their research back into the eighteenth century and beyond and john wintrip s handbook is an invaluable introduction to it in a sequence of concise
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insightful chapters he focuses on those aspects of the period that are particularly relevant to genealogical research and he presents a detailed guide to

the variety of sources that readers can consult as they pursue their research while fewer sources are available than for more recent history obstacles in

the way of further research can often be overcome through knowledge of a wide range of sources and a greater understanding the historical context

together with the use of sound research techniques so the author provides not only a historical overview of relevant topics but he also describes the

records of the period in detail this expert guide to researching the georgians will open up the field for experienced researchers and for newcomers alike

Absent Minded Beggars 1999-10-13

london is a key site for family historians many researchers seeking to trace their ancestry back through the generations will find their trail leads to london

or through it yet despite the burgeoning interest in genealogy and the importance of london in so many life stories few previous books have explored the

citys history or provided guidance on the research resources family historians can use to discover the life of a london ancestor this is the purpose of

jonathan oatess invaluable handbook in a series of short information packed chapters he describes the principal record offices archives libraries and

other sources researchers can go to and shows how londoners can be tracked through censuses registers and directories over the last 500 years then

he explores key aspects of londons history from a family historians point of view crime religion and education and the body of evidence associated with

them are covered as is the historical trail left by taxation health welfare work and business he looks also at the military and wartime records available in

the city and at the records of immigrant communities who have had such a notable impact on the development of the capital each section introduces the

reader to the relevant sources indicates where they can be found and offers essential advice on how this information can be used to piece together the

lives of distant and not so distant relatives
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Tracing Your Georgian Ancestors, 1714–1837 2018-05-30

from napoleon s invasion of portugal in 1807 to his final defeat at waterloo the english theatres played a crucial role in the mediation of the peninsular

campaign in the first in depth study of english theatre during the peninsular war susan valladares contextualizes the theatrical treatment of the war within

the larger political and ideological axes of romantic performance exploring the role of spectacle in the mediation of war and the links between theatrical

productions and print culture she argues that the popularity of theatre going and the improvisation and topicality unique to dramatic performance make

the theatre an ideal lens for studying the construction of the peninsular war in the public domain without simplifying the complex issues involved in the

study of citizenship communal identities and ideological investments valladares recovers a wartime theatre that helped celebrate military engagements

reform political sympathies and register the public s complex relationship with britain s military campaign in the iberian peninsula from its nuanced

reading of richard brinsley sheridan s pizarro 1799 to its accounts of wartime productions of shakespeare description of performances at the minor

theatres and detailed case study of dramatic culture in bristol valladares s book reveals how theatrical entertainments reflected and helped shape public

feeling on the peninsular campaign

Tracing Your London Ancestors 2011-07-12

the extraordinary story of the two early collieries at neston in west cheshire has been largely overlooked by historians yet for a time the main coal mine

ness colliery was more successful than most of its contemporaries in nearby south west lancashire and north wales it was the first large industrial site in

west cheshire and introduced the area s earliest steam engine
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Staging the Peninsular War 2016-03-09

a simple guide to tracing british family tree before the onset of civil registration in 1837 and back to the middle ages the trail that an ancestor leaves

through the victorian period and the twentieth century is relatively easy to follow the records are plentiful accessible and commonly used but how do you

go back further into the centuries before the central registration of births marriages and deaths was introduced in 1837 before the first detailed census

records of 1841 how can you trace a family line back through the early modern period and perhaps into the middle ages jonathan oates s clearly written

new handbook gives you all the background knowledge needed in order to go into this engrossing area of family history research he starts by describing

the administrative religious and social structures in the medieval and early modern period and shows how these relate to the family historian then in a

sequence of accessible chapters he describes the variety of sources the researcher can turn to church and parish records the records of the professions

and the courts manorial and property records tax records early censuses lists of loyalty militia lists charity records all these can be consulted he even

includes a short guide to the best methods of reading medieval and early modern script oates s handbook is an essential introduction for anyone who is

keen to take their family history research back into the more distant past a pleasure to read and one that you are likely to return to time and again as

you delve deeper into your family s past who do you think you are magazine uk

Neston Collieries, 1759-1855 2023-03-20

the genealogy annual is a comprehensive bibliography of the year s genealogies handbooks and source materials it is divided into three main sections p

lifamily histories licites american and international single and multifamily genealogies listed alphabetically by major surnames included in each book p

liguides and handbooks liincludes reference and how to books for doing research on specific record groups or areas of the u s or the world p

ligenealogical sources by state liconsists of entries for genealogical data organized alphabetically by state and then by city or county p the genealogy

annual the core reference book of published local histories and genealogies makes finding the latest information easy because the information is
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compiled annually it is always up to date no other book offers as many citations as the genealogy annual all works are included you can be assured that

fees were not required to be listed

Tracing Your Ancestors from 1066 to 1837 2012-03-19

most families have an army wife somewhere in their past over the centuries they have followed their men to the front helped them keep order in far

flung parts of the empire or waited anxiously at home army wives uses first hand accounts letters and diaries to tell their story we meet the wives who

made the arduous journey to the crimean war and witnessed battle at close quarters we hear the story of life in the raj and the often terrifying

experiences of the women who lived through its dying days we explore the pressures of being a modern army wife whether living in barracks or trying to

maintain a normal home life outside the patch in the twentieth century two world wars produced new generations of army wives who forged friendships

that lasted into peacetime army wives reveals their experience and that of a new breed of independent women who supported their men through the

cold war to the current war on terror midge gillies author of acclaimed the barbed wire university looks at how industrial warfare means husbands can

survive battle with life changing injuries that are both mental and physical and what that means for their family she describes how army wives

communicate with their husbands via letters and coded messages to more immediate but less intimate texts and skype she examines bereavement from

the seances public memorials and deaths in a foreign field of the great war to the modern media coverage of flag draped coffins returning home by

military plane above all army wives examines what it really means to be part of the army family

The 1997 Genealogy Annual 1999

a fascinating detailed guide to discovering family roots and unearthing the secrets of ancestors
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Technical Publications for Army Air Forces Field Technical Libraries 1943

lists treaties and other international agreements of the united states on record in the department of state on january 1 2017 which had not expired by

their terms or which had not been denounced by the parties replaced or superseded by other agreements or otherwise definitely terminated published

annually

Army Wives 2016-11-18

treaties in force is prepared by the department of state for the purpose of providing information on treaties and other international agreements to which

the united states has become a party and which are carried on the records of the department of state as being in force as of its stated publication date

january 1 2016 treaties in force is arranged in two sections section 1 includes bilateral treaties and other international agreements listed by country or

other international entity with subject headings under each entry arrangements with territorial possessions of a country appear at the end of the entry for

that country in some cases treaties and international agreements applicable to a territory prior to its independence are included in the entry for that

country on the basis of its assumption of treaty obligations upon becoming independent as noted at the beginning of the entry for that country for

convenience some treaties and agreements concluded with countries whose name or statehood status has changed continue to be listed under the

name in use at the time the agreement was concluded if the title of the treaty or agreement has not been formally amended section 2 lists multilateral

treaties and other international agreements to which the united states is a party arranged by subject the depositary is the authoritative source for a

current list of parties and information on other matters concerning the status of the agreement and status information often changes information is

provided on the depositary for the agreement in question and contact information including an internet site is provided for the depositary where available

related products international foreign affairs resources collection can be found here bookstore gpo gov catalog international foreign affairs
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Family History Made Easy 2004

a guide to the most heavily used records in the public record office this revised edition offers clear and comprehensive advice on tracing army ancestors

from the 17th to the 20th centuries it now includes detailed case studies and full coverage of medals and awards

Treaties in Force 2017: A List of Treaties and Other International Agreements in Force on January 1,

2017 2017-11-15

a first timer s guide to the national archives and many of the key sources for family history research sources include military service records death duty

records and wills before 1858 take a guided tour with expert genealogist stella colwell eho shows you how to access the key records and how to

interpret them she covers all the new online services including the online catalogue containing over 10 million document references the online document

ordering system documents online whill allows users to download digital images of public records

Treaties In Force: A List Of Treaties and Other International Agreements of the United States in Force

on January 1, 2016 2017-02-02

vols for 1976 include its geophysics and space data bulletin

Journal of the Society for Army Historical Research 2000

researching family history has become increasingly popular in recent years the documents held at the public record office and the family records centre
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span over 1 000 years and contain a wealth of information for family historians this revised and expanded sixth edition of the publication provides a

guide to using the national archives of england wales and the uk it contains guidance on using basic family history records such as the census wills and

records for birth marriage death tracing records regarding migration researching the background of people from a wide range of professional religious

social and regional groups using military and legal records and using the public record office online catalogue

Army Records for Family Historians 1998

the new edition of the essential family history title the only exhaustive guide to the national archives holdings

Air Force Fifty 1998

offers guidance both to newcomers and to the more experienced on how to make best use of the labyrinth of genealogical sources in england and wales

this book takes into account changes to the civil registration system it includes bibliography for those who discover that their ancestors migrated from

other countries

The National Archives 2006

the national archives branded pocket guide designed for intermediate advanced family historians

Special Reports - Air Force Geophysics Laboratory 1971

concerns the records in the army of great britain
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The British National Bibliography 1998

this guide deserves to become the standard work on the subject family history monthly

Tracing Your Ancestors in the Public Record Office 2002

the national archives celebrated first world war holdings include personal files of officers and other ranks campaign medals gallantry and meritorious

service awards courts martial and casualty lists its remarkable collection has records of dominion forces and the indian army the waac the royal flying

corps and raf as well as auxiliary and nursing services over 10 000 individual unit war diaries cover all operational theatres of the british army while

original trench maps illustrates areas from the western front to salonica gallipoli to mesopotamia palestine to italy

Tracing Your Ancestors in the National Archives 2006-04-30

The Family Tree Detective 2008

Smart Family History 2006-02-28

Army Records 2008-04-04
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Army Service Records of the First World War 2001-08-31

Army History 2016

United States Department of State Treaties in Force; A List of Treaties and Other International

Agreements of the United States in Force on January 1, 2018 2008-07-14

First World War Army Service Records
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